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Tuesday night in Will Rice Commons J. B. Stoner, vice-chairman of the National States’ Rights Party, presented a fine example of a thoroughly integrated view of the world.

In his words, his party is leading the fight for a “white, Christian America;” its basic aim is the survival of the white race.

Against this ideal, three major groups are working: the Jews, their underlings the Negroes, and the Communists. If these groups succeed and race-mixing is allowed to continue until there is only a group of “kinky-headed mongrels” left, there will be no reason for the earth to continue to exist.

IJCF?

His party recognizes that the Jews are the enemies of “everything we believe in.” Through their control of the press and news media and their “money-power,” the Jews are working to gain political and economic power in this country, as they have in others in the past.

Their two main forces in this drive are the Chambers of Commerce around the nation, and the FBI, the Communist secret police in America, directed by J. Edgar Hoover, that “black-hearted saint from Hell.”

“The National States Rights Party doesn’t like niggers,” Stoner continued. He believes that the racial problem cannot be solved so long as the Jews have power, because they cause racial problems by directing the “black mobs.”

Devil’s Advocate

Through such Jew-controlled Negro groups as that of “Martin Lucifer King,” he said, the Jews bring to civil-rights movement the national publicity without which it cannot survive. Thus the NAACP, actually a Jewish organization, has never had a Negro or white president, and the reason one hears less from such groups as ORE and SNCC these days is that the Jews cut off their money when they heard the cry of “black power.”

Though the Negroes are only “dogs” at the Jews’ command, Stoner sees no reason to be tolerant with them; the party has its “fire-your-nigger campaign,” which advocates that all “pet coons” be given fare north to New York where they can live off the extensive welfare payments.

The Communists are closely allied with the Jews, he said, if not actually identified with them—another force aligned against the “white racists and patriots” in the NSR party.

Cleaning House

Stoner recognizes that “white working people” are the best support for his party, but he claims wide support for the NSR party views, based on several referenda in non-Southern states which overwhelmingly opposed forced mixed housing.

With regard to the present national political scene, he sees little difference between the Republican and Democratic parties. He doesn’t admire Lyndon Johnson and believes that the Republicans will run a “Johnson twin” in ’68 such as Romney, Percy, or Rockefeller, not a “choice candidate.”

In all, Stoner presents a unified view of a world in which there is immediate demand for action to save the only things which are worthwhile. His vision has its own interior consistency and logic which make it hard to disprove or attack by rational argument.

Just before the close of Stoner’s talk, several students from TSU entered the commons; Stoner quickly concluded his presentation and left by the other door amid complete silence.